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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

John Clarke 

Department or Physics, University or Callrornia, Berkeley, and 
Materials and Molecular Research Division, 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California, USA 94720 

Looking back over this, the third IC SQUID conrerence, and trying 

to compare the state or o~r field now with the way it was at the 

time or the second conference in 1980, I realize that while there 

has been tremendous progress in some areas, in others there nave 

been considerable disappointments and setbacks. In attempting to 

assess the many things ~hat we have heard in the last rour days, 

I will give some idea or the status or the various subdivisions or 
the field, 

Let ~e begin with the basic b~ilding block or our technology, the 

tunnel J~nctlon. D~ring the last rive years there has been enor

mous progress in o~r understanding or the nonidealities that ar

rllct Junctions, ror example, localized states in barriers, non

stoichiometric barriers, resonant tunneling, proximity layers be

tween barrier and electrode(s), the dirrusion or metallic overlay
era into electrode grain boundaries, surrace segregation, and the 

chemistry or ba~rier and co~nter-electrodes. Much or this progress 

has been achieved with the aid or some rather powerful tools or 
surrace science, ror example, ellipsometry, XPS, AES, RHEED and 

LEED. As a res~lt or a great deal or hard work, we now have bar• 

riers that can be rormed reproducibly to create Josephson j~no

tlons that are very stable and long lived, using, ror example, 

amorphous Si, Al 2o3 or HgO. One partic~larly impressive technology 

that we ~eard abo~t was the all•NbN Junction with a Tc or around 

15K, fabricated with the SNIP process. Junctions or this kind with 

HgO barriers have rather impressive characteristics: v8 • 5.1mV, 

t 0 RM • 3.2mv and vm • 69mV. An array or 1000 2.5 • 2.5 ~m 2 Junc
tions with a native oxide barrier snowed a spread or only 1.6J in 

critical current, d~e. it was thought, to variations ln the area or 



the J~nctions. Furthermore, these J~nctions caul~ be boile~ in 

water wi~h no adverse ettectsl 

I will turn nex~ to some comments on research in basic physics, an 

area tn vntcn we nave also seen a sreat ~eal or progress and ex
citement. One area of consi~erable acttvtty is the study or non
linear dynamics and onaos, where one takes advantage of the non
linear c~rrent-phase relation or the Josephson junc~1on. We near~ 

several talks concerned with the rf driven J~nction. which is ana
losous to the sinusoidally driven pendul~• and which has been 
studied tn sreat detail both theoretically and tn simulations. 
Althoush tt ts senerally not possible to make an absolute one-to
one correspondence between observations on real Junctions and a 
calculation or simulation with a particular set or parameters, 
nevertheless it appears that one can acco~nt tor the observed tea
t~res tn a very satisfactory way. Furthermore, the tnstght that 
has been gained enables one to avoid regions or parameter space 
stvtng rise to chaos 1n the design or ~evtces that are s~pposed to 
have very lo~ notse. 

Another r~ndaaen~al area ot considerable activity is macroscopic 
quantu• tunneling (MQT) and associated phenoaena. One type or ex

peri•ent consists or measure•ents ot the lifetiae ot the zero volt
as• state ot a current-biased Josephson Junctlon tn the ltatt M~P 
>> k8T, where •p/2w is the plasma frequency; the decay or the meta
stable state is via tunneltns thro~sh tne potential barrier separ
atins lt fro• the tree runnins rest••· The observation or MQT im
Plies that the ••croscopic variable a. tne phase ditterence between 
two larse reservoirs or Cooper pairs, obeys q~ant~• aecnan1cs. A 
related exper1•ent involves a s~percond~cttns rtns interrupted by a 
Josephson J~nction. In tnis case, the systea t~nnels from one sta
tionary state to another, the •acroscoplc vartable ts the magnetic 
r1~x threadins the loop. As we heard, there is an enormous array 
of theory tor MQT, incl~dins the errects or da•ptns and nonzero 
te•perature. Nov that experl•ents nave been perroraed on current

biased J~nctions ln which all the relevant para•eters were ••••~red 

classically, the existence or MQT seeaa to be ~nequlvocably estab

lished. The results or an experiaent on a loop containins an over

da•ped J~notlon exhibited the r2 dependence predicted for the ex-
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ponent. or the ~~nnellng rate b~t a substantial disagreement with 

.the predicted preraotor. More work is needed on tne errects or 

damping. In a rather dlrrerent kind or experiment, lt was shown 

that th~ energy levels ln a c~rrent•blased Junction were quantized, 

a r~rther conrirmatlon or the macroscopic nature or 6. There was 

m~ch tneoretiaal discussion or macroscopic coherence (MQC), which, 

ir observed, would demon~trate the s~perposition or two or more 

macroscopic wave runctions. One candidate ror MQC is the junction

in-a-loop, in which the system t~nnels coherently ~ack and rorth 

between two stationary states. An.other ls a single junction in 

which, under appropriate conditions, the superposition or many 

states (corresponding to adjacent minima or the potential) may oc

cur. Ir this latter situation can be observed, it would also have 

Implications ror standards, since it is predicted that in the 

presence or microwaves or rrequency r one should observe steps in 

the current at intervais or precisely 2er. The experimental 

conditions necessary ror the observation or MQC are very dirricult 

to achieve, but one might expect to see som• errorts in this area 
ln the next raw years. 

Some Interesting physics was reported in arrays or junctions. Two

dimensional arrays in zero magnetic ri~ld nave been used to demon

strata the Kosterlitz-Thoulass transition. In tne presence or an 

applied magnetic rield, the rlux lattice transition has been ob

.served. One-dimensional arrays or Junctions have been used to in
vestigate nonequilibrium superconductivity: ror example, two close

ly-spaced mlcrobridgas each containing a phase-slip center can in

teract via the charge imbalance generated by the phase slip pro-
cess. 

The rtnal, very spectacular place or basic physics that I'd like to 

mention is the observation or rlux quantization, that is, or the 

Anaronov-aonm erract, in normal metal rings. These observations 

involved the rabrication or extremely small gold rings, one with an 

average diameter or about 0.25 ~m. Tne resistance was measured 

between two opposite points on a given ring as a runction or the 

magnetic rlux threading the ring. The resistance snowed osci~la
tions that were clearly periodic superimposed on a slowly varying 
background. The Fourier spectrum or these oscillations snowed a 
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larse peak correspondins ~o a period h/e and a smaller peak corre
spondinl to a pe~iod h/2e, both superimposed on backsround struc

ture. As yet, it is not clear whether the h/2e peak represents a 

harmonic of the h/e oscillations or whether it arises from weak 

localization effects. This observation is most excltins, and much 

remains to be done both experimentally and theoretically. 

Let me turn now to a brief review of the more applied aspects of 

the conference~ bes1nnins ~1th SQUIDs. Work 1s v•ry much focussed 

on planar, thin-film de SQUIDs, with desisn criteria that nave 

chansed little since IC SQUID 80. These devices are fabricated 

ustns photolithosraphy, and nave small area Junctions made with an 

overlap, window or edse tecnnolosy. The rather low level of white 

noise that is now routinely achieved in these devices, typically a 

noise enersy per hertz of a few hundred M, nas emphasized the need 

to understand and reduce the 1/t noise that dominates at low fre

quencies. It nas been found that a larse variety of de SQUIDs with 

quite different confisuratlons exhibit 1/f noise with a spectral 

density St(f) • (10m 10 tt)t~/Hz. Furthermore, at least for many of 

these devices. the 1/f nolse arises not from 1/f noise Ln the cri• 

tical current of the junctions but rather from an un1dentif1•d 
•flux noise•. However, ·so•• devices fabricated recently at ISH ex· 
hibLted substantially lower 1/f noise, for reasons that are not yet 

clear. Althoush the Junctions in tnese devices may nave been of 
exceptionally h1Sh quality witn very low 1/f noise in tne critical 
current, this does not in itself explain the reduced 1/f noise in 
the SQUID since the hisher 1/f noise of •any otner devices did not 

arise fro• critical current fluctuations. It may be that the 
SQUIDs with low 1/f noise possess some other, •atertals·related 
pro~erty that is responsible. It should be emphasized that al

thouan one should certainly use junction tecnnolosLes that produce 
low 1/f noise in the critical current (this requirement may ex

clude, for example, ••orpheus Si as a barrier), this is a neces
sary but not sufficient requirement for low 1/f noise in SQUIDs. 

Considerable effort has been expended to develop sen•••• that en
able one to couple input circuits efficiently to ·planar SQUIDs. Of 

these the •oat widely used is a superconduotins, spiral input coil 

overlayins the loop of tne SQUID. Other sonemes involve oouplins 
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to a SQUID with multiple loops in pa~allel, the so-called f~action

al-tu~n SQUID, or the use of a double t~ansfo~m•~ to couple to a 

·single-loop SQUID. Schemes like these have been used to p~oduce a 

va~lety of SQUID-baaed lnst~uments. The~e have been a numbe~ of 

fi~st- and second-derivative plana~ g~adiomete~s. intended to~ bLo

medlcal applications. A high-slew ~ate magnetomete~ with a thin

film pick-up loop has been operated successfully, and ls Intended 

for use in geophysical applications whe~e the ability of the in

strument to track fast transients is important. A ~adiofrequency 

amplifier based on a de SQUID has been developed that has a very 

low noise temperature and can be operated at frequencies up to 300 

MHz. A miniature susceptomete~ has been constructed that enables 

one to measure the susceptibility of mic~on-sized particles. 

Finally, there are several efforts aimed at developing multichan

nel, integrated instruments for biomedical applications • 

. Several applications of SQUIDs were described. A de SQUID used as 

a radiofrequency amplifier has been used to detect pulsed nuclear 

quadrupole resonance (NQR) and to detect NQR using thermal noise 

with the spins either in equilibrium or in a saturated (T • •) 

state. In the more usual low frequency range, SQUIDs have been 

used to detect flaws in metals, to measure gravity gradients, to 

measure rotation and to detect the Schumann resonance. A single 

junction~ rather than a SQUID, has been used to detect electron 

spln resonance. However, by far the most widespread application of 

SQUIDs discussed at ~his meeting was, of course, blomagnetism. 

This Ls a rapidly expanding field with many enthusiastic groups of 

workers, although it appears that btomagnetlc techniques are still 

controversial in ~edical circles. Until fairly recently, the only 

available systems consisted of a single-channel second-derivative 

gradiometer (32Hz/3z2), that had to be moved to different pa~ts of 

the head (for example) to enable one to obtain spatial info~mation. 

As a result, measurements were slow and tedious. Fortunately, a 

system with five second-derivative gradiomete~s is now available, 

wlth three magnetometers and one first-derivative gradiometer for 

dynamical· balancing, that is, electronic cancellat.ion of ambient 

magnatic noise. In the future, one would really like to have 30 to 

50 channels, so that large amounts of data could be taken in a 

snort time. At this level of complexity, the wire-wound gradio-
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••tars presently used are likely to baco•e rather impractical, and 
we heard considerable disc~salon or planar thin-film gradiometers. 

These devices measure otf-diaconal derivatives (3 2Hz/3x 2 , for ex
ample), althoucn a schema has been proposed that may enable one ef
fectively to measure the magnetic field, rather than a darlvatlva, 
at .a particular location. It ls clear that there ts a good deal or 

Foo• tor lnsen~1ty 1n this rteld. One should not forget that there 

ls an alternative appFoach, namely the use of a magnetically 

shielded roo• that prasu•ably obviates the necessity ot.using gra
dio•eters. Needless to say, such rooms are vary expansive, and 
their use has not been Widely adopted. Incidentally, blo•agnetlsm 

ls one application where a reduction ln 1/f noise 1s or crucial im

portance, as 1s the design or an electronics pa~kage to produce a 
large dynamic ranee. It is encouraging to note that there is con
siderable commercial interest in the biomedical applications or 
SQUIDs, and this is one area-that might Just sea an explosive 
growth in the next tew years. 

In concludtnc this discussion ot the appl1cat1ons of SQUIDs, I 

should point out that only a vary small fraction or the applica

tions of SQUIDs is represented at this conference e- there is a 

wide range ot experiments that require the sensitivity ot a SQUID 
that were not discussed at this meatlnc. Overall, lt seems that 
the SQUID business is in relatively healthy shape. However, I am 
more than a little surprised that a thin•tllm de SQUID with an ln
tecrated input coil ts not yet available co••erclally, although lt 
looks as thouch this situation mar chance verr soon. 

Let •• aove on to hilh trequencr appltcatlons. The preeminent de
vice hera ls the SIS quastpartlcle mlxar. which is surely one or 
the success storles ot superoonductlng ale~tronlos. A mixer has 
been operated at 36 CHz with a nolse temperat~re of 3.1 ~ o.8K, a 

value wtth1n a taotor ot 2 ot tne quant~• llalt. A sarles array or 
H devices has been snown to have a nola• temperature 1ndepen4e~t or 
N, and a dyna•io ran1• proportional to N2 , thereby enabllnc one to 
eapand tne 4ynaa1o ran1• wltho~t saoritlcinl senslt1v1ty. "lxers 
have been operated at tl"equenoles up to 1166 CHz, and have nolse 

te•perat~r•a at leaat se•eral times better tnan coapetlnc seal
conductor devtces. Under appropr1ate cond1t1ona the a1xars 
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exhibit conversion gain, thereby implying that they are operating 

in the q~ant~m. rather than classical regime. Several gro~ps are 

c~rrently ~sing SIS junctions on radio telescopes, and it seems 

that these devices will become the mixer of choice tor all millime

ter and submilllmeter applications req~iring the highest possible 

sensitivity. We also heard abo~t the Josephson mixer, where the 

version with the internal local osc11~ator may still have some 

applications ln the 600 to 2,000 GHz range, and the Josephson 

parametric amplifier, where the noise rise associated with the 

single-j~nction device has been eliminated by means of a lnd~ctive 

sh~nt with a resulting noise temperat~re of 6K at 10 GHz. 

Interest in fluxon devices has grown rapidly in the last few years. 

These devices consist of a Josephson J~nction large enough to con

tain at least several flux vortices. In the fl~x-rlow regime, a 

tl~xon can be ~sed as an oscillator in the 100-500 GHz range with a 

narrow linewidth and as much as 1 ~W ot power at an impedance level 

ot 1 to 2 Q, Such oscillations have considerable promise as local 

oscillators tor mixers or parametric amplifiers. Another applica

tion of the fluxon is as an amplifier, where a gain of up to 200 

has been demonstrated; such devices may be important in digital ap

plications. Finally, we were treated to some beautif~l pict~res of 

vortices taken on the cold stage or a scanning electron microscope. 

In my summary or IC SQUIO 8~. I said, " one might hope to see 

••• , by 1990, a (Josephson) mainframe computer 10 to 100 times 

raster than the IBH 3030. Needless to say, the (J~nction) techno

logy will also contin~e to advance ••• • Well, the technology has 

certainly advanced a great deal, ror example, with the advent or 

NbN junctions and Al 2o3 and HgO barriers, b~t. or co~rse, the very 

large errort at IBH to develop a comp~ter was cancelled. It would 

be ~nrealistic to say that this has not been a major blow to the 

fleld of s~perconducting electronics. Nevertheless, as we heard, 

there is still a very impressive Japanese effort. It was projected 

that we would see 5,000 gates on a single chip w&th a cycle time or 

700 ps in the near f~ture. There is ~ considerable effort to 

develop alternative memory cells, ror example, a vortex memory with 

non-destructive readout. Much of the effort in this field, 

however, is aimed at developing an alternative three-terminal 
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device. Ideally, such a device should nave voltase and current 
sain, hiSh speed, 1nput•output isolation, low power dissipation, a 
suitable impedance, and, above all, be manufacturable on a larse 
scale. In essence, such a device would be a superior version or 
the se•lconduotins FIT or bipolar translator. Various devices 
nave been proposed and tested, tor example, the tunable weak llnk 
device, superconductins transistor, qu1teron, masneto-electr1c 
device, slnsle•rluxon device and the Josephson FET, but none ot 
these devices looks terribly pro•1s1ns. Thus, alt.housh one snould 
by no means rule out the possibility or a superconductins computer, 
partiCularly in VieW Of the very fine Japanese effort, the time• 
scale required to develop such a machine now appears to be much 
lonser than previously believed. Needless to say, the (semico~
ductins> competition will not stand still while a supercondu~t1ng 
computer is developed and, as always, one must keep a wary eye on 

alternative tecnnolosies. One should not rorget, ~owever, tnat 

small scale superoonduoting electronics, tor example A·to-D conver
ters, adders and samplers, may stJll nave an important role to 
play. 

A quite different aspect or 0111" t1eld that continues to be success

ful is standards. The •ost important application here is still the 
use or m1crowave•irradiate4 Josephson Junctions to maintain the 
standard volt. Just recently, a sarles array or about 1,000 Junc
tions was used to produce a standard or about 1 volt, and it Ls ex
pect•d that it will be possible to co•pare tnls wltn other voltase 
standards to a precision ot 1 part 1n 109. Noise thermo•etry Ls or 

considerable interest. The Nyquist noise current senerated by a 
resistor and measured by a rt or de SQUID is a very useful second
ary tnermo•eter. The linewldtn or tne Josepnson oscillations sen-
erated by a resistively shunted junction has been 1nvest1sated in 

sreat detail and forms tne basls or a primary thermometer. How· 
ever, this ther•o•eter is rather slow -- one is required to acquire 
data tor about day to achieve 1/10S accuracy at the 3o level. 

Very recently, a resistive do SQUID bas been proposed as a noise 

tner•o•eter. The proposal to use macroscopic quantum erteots to 
relate current and trequenoy throush the relation I • 2er would be 

or considerable interest lt such etreots are observable. Sy com

binlns tn1s eq~at1on wlth the Josephson voltase·r~equency relation 
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v • hr/2e and the q~antlzed Hall errect ~elation v • hi/e2 , one 

wo~ld be able to check the consistency or the voltage, r~eq~ency 

and c~~~ent standa~ds. 

The rlnal topic I'd like to mention is c~yocoole~s. It has been 

long ~econgized that tne advent or a ~elatively cheap, easy•to-~se 

c~yocoole~ wo~ld make s~pe~cond~ct1ng el~ct~onics available to a 

m~ch wide~ ~ange or ~se~s. Unhappily, since IC SQUID 80 we have 

seen "basically disappointing prog~ess". The ~eq~irements ro~ a 

c~yocoole~ are ~ather stringent: lt sho~ld be ex~~emely q~iet both 

magnetically and mechanically, it should be ve~y reliable with a 

long llretime, it should be capable or cont1nuo~s operation by 

~nsk1lled pe~sonnel, lt sho~ld be po~table, it sho~ld p~ererably 

ope~ata at 4.2K, and, or co~rsa, lt sho~ld cost vary little! In 

tact, existing machines still seem to be ~athe~ ra~ ~amoved r~om 

most or these ~•q~i~ements. The Sti~l1ng cycle machine repo~ted 

rtve yea~s ago ~eached - 7K, and has low eno~gh noise ro~ magneto

ca~dlology, b~t p~obably not ro~ magnetoencaphalog~aphy. ~x1stLng 

models appear to have problems associated with-contamination or the 

helium gas. A ~ecent advance that may be va~y 1mpo~tant, howeve~. 

is the development or a sealed, ce~amlc comp~esso~ that has bean 

ope~ated ro~ over 6,500 ho~rs with no signs or contamination. 

Development or seve~al Jo~le-Thomson machines continues: a rou~

stage ~er~1ga~ato~ is nea~in& completion, while the m1n1atu~e c~yo

coole~ consisting or mi~rochannels etched in a 51 chip .has ~acently 

achieved - t9K. The latta~ device conttn~es to look promising b~t 

ve~y low levels or contamination are necassa~y to prevent clogging 

or the channe1s. It is not olea~ that a c~yocooler meeting all or 

even most or the req~lrements is abo~t to become available, b~t the 

impo~tance or this technology cannot be overemphasized. 

In closing this summary, I wo~ld ~ema~k that o~~ rteld, at least as 

ra~ as the applications are concerned, is in many ways at a t~~n1ng 

point. Although Japanese indust~y appears to be willing to make a 

long·te~m committment to supe~cond~ctlng elect~on1cs, it is by no 

means clear that American and E~ropean ind~st~1es sha~e the same 

view. Relatively large sums or money are c~~~ently being invested 

ln the u.s. to develop biomagnetic sensors and Josephson samplers 

ro~ the ma~ketplace in the ~elat1vely ~ r~t~~e. Ir these p~o-
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Jects prove to be co••ercially s~ccessr~l the whole rield will 

benefit and expand. This co~ld wall happen ir, ror example, bio

Gagnet1c meas~rements become clinically acceptable. On the other 

hand, if these projects are commercial failures, the investors will 

cut their losses and p~ll o~t. As a res~lt, t suspect funding 1n 

any area or cryoalactronics will be increasingly hard to come by~ 

and the rteld will lose its impetus and vitality. Now there are a 
couple or ways, at least. 1n which I believe a gro~p a~cn as this 
one can help. First. we should direct o~r.afforts towards improv
ing existinc devices or devalopinc new devices that meat specific 
needs, and, needless to say, compete successfully with other 

technologies. Second, it is in many ways up to us to use o~r 

technology in new applications, so that new markets can be opened 

up. Unless there is a viable commercial f~t~re for any prod~ct, 
·, 

eventually lt will disappear rrom the mar~etplace, and there is 

certainly no reason to believe that superconducting technology will 

prove to be an exception to this r~le. 

P'trrally, I aho111c1 Ulee to express the thanles or all us to the or
ganizers or this IC SQUID conference. We are crataful to the local 

committee and their ~illlng assistants for the ~sual superb organi

zatio~ that we have come to expect with regard to all tne details 

that are neceasa,.y to ensure the smooth r11nning or conference -

rroa the sendinc out or timely anno11nce•ents to the organization or 
eo•e 120 papers into oral and poster sessions anc1 the arrangement 
or the recaption and the excursion. However, as always, our warm

eat appreciation should 10 to Professor Hahlboh• wno once again 
carried the overall responsibility r~r the success or the conrer

enoe. Tnank you very •~en. 
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